UT ECE Alum Prahlad Enuganti appointed to 2H Offshore as technical manager [1]
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HOUSTON, Texas -- 2H Offshore has appointed Prahlad Enuganti as technical manager in its Aberdeen office, to strengthen its management team and drive business growth.

Enuganti holds a master’s degree in electrical and computer engineering from The University of Texas in Austin, and joined 2H’s Houston office in 2006 as an engineer. He worked on subsea structural monitoring projects in the Gulf of Mexico and was responsible for a variety of 2H’s offshore riser engineering and integrity assessments. He was also the integrity team lead for BP’s Holstein, Horn Mountain, Mad Dog and Thunder Horse assets, working with BP to identify and manage risks for its umbilicals, risers, flowlines and other subsea production equipment.

Phil Ward, director of 2H Offshore’s Aberdeen office, said, “Prahlad will share responsibility for the management of the Aberdeen office with the existing management team, and contributes a wealth of experience in structural monitoring and integrity management. He will enrich the variety of expertise we offer to our local client base in Aberdeen by focusing on two key business areas: platform conductor integrity and riser structural monitoring technology.”
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